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ABSTRACT .
The acoustic features of vowels and fricatives are ex-amined in the response patterns of a model of auditoryprocessing. For the vowels, a. few harmonics dominate thepeaks of the internal representation, reflecting the formantstructure by their spatial locations, and the front cavity

tic elements of speech sounds and their relevance to per-ception and articuation. In recent years, important dis-coveries in peripheral auditory function (both at the basi-lar membrane/hair cell level [1-3], and from auditory—nerverecordings [4], have facilitated the construction of cochlearmodels that can adequately replicate the primary responsefeatures in the auditory nerve [5]. With such models, it isrelatively easy to analyze the response patterns associatedwith a. wide variety ofspeech sounds, and under many signalconditions. Specifically, it is now possible to generate in-ternal auditory representations of the acoustic spectra, andhence to. examine closely the expression of such acousticfeatures as vowel formant locations, amplitudes, and tran—sitions, and fricative spectral shapes. It is important tonote, however,‘that beyond the peripheral auditory stages,little is known about the central neural networks and theprocessing they perform on the cochlear outputs. This adds

may be irrelevant for phonemic perception and classifica-tion if the central nervous system ignores, or is incapableof processing them. We shall address this point further af-ter first illustrating the response patterns to the stimulus/position/ (Fig.1), as generated by a cochlear model.The peripheral auditory model consists of a linear for-mulation of basilar membrane mechanics, a fluid-cilia cou-pling stage which transforms membrane vibrations into hair
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cell cilia displacements, and a simplified description of theinner hair cell nonlinear transduction of cilia displacementsinto intracellular electrical potentials. The potentials ateach hair cell along the cochlear partition is then taken asa. measure of the probability of firing of the nerve fiber in-nervating it. Many more details of cochlear function canbe incorporated in such models, e.g. adaptation at thehair cell/nerve synapse [6]. active mechanisms of basilarmembrane motion [7], the effects of the middle ear musclesand of the efferent system [8]. This simplified model repro-duces the major response properties observed experimen-tally, especially with relatively steady and broad-band stim-uli like vowels and fricatives. The outputs of the cochlearmodel are computed at 128 equally spaced locations alongthe cochlear partition, and are all displayed together as a‘2-dimensional spatiotemporal pattern representing the en-samble activity of the tonotopically organized array of au-ditory nerve fibers [9]. The spatial axis is labeled by thecharacteristic frequency (CF) of each output channel, i.e.the frequency of the tone which produces its maximum fi-nal output at that location (see below for further details ofthe central processing of the cochlear outputs).The responses to the vowel portions of the stimulus(/I/,/u/) posses a typical structure that is observed in allexperimental data [10,11] - that is the dominance of the 'entire pattern by a few'stimulus harmonics. These harL 'monics correspond to the largest components located near'the formants of the stimulus spectrum.’ They excite trav-elling waves along the basilar membrane which are evidentin the fine temporal structure and spatial Spread of the re-sponses. Because of the unique asymmetrical shape of thecochlear filters, the waves decay in amplitude, and begin to

as the harmonics become spatially less segregated (less re-solved) and begin to interfere (e.g. the responses at theCF’s of the higher harmonics). For each of the vowel re-sponses, the identity of the underlying dominant harmonicscan be deduced from him sources: (1) The temporal courseof the response (e.g. by measuring the frequency of thesynchronized response), or (2) by the location of the above
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described features along the spatial axis (i.e. a tonotopic

axis). Thus for the vowel /I/ (Fig.1), there are two re-

sponse domains, the first is the apical region CF _<_ 2 kHz,

corresponding to the F1 harmonics (2-3), each of which de-

caying and experiencing phase shifts at its appropriate CF

”location. An abrupt transition in the response patterns oc-,

curs at approximately 2 kHz as the harmonics associated

with the higher formants become dominant. These trends

are seen again in the /u/ vowel responses, where F; is at

a lower CF location (5: 250 Hz) and F2 is considerably

weaker.

The auditory responses of the fricative portions /z/,/§/

differ considerably from those of voiced vowels. To start

with, there is a random component in the excitation that

is quite evident in the cochlear responses as randomly ini-

tiated travelling waves. Another distinctive aspect is the

predominance of the high frequency components and their

. sudden deCay .at a different location for each of the frica-

tives. For the voiced fricative /z/, there is an additional ‘

voiced component in the excitation waveform.

The CNS derives its auditory percepts from the cues

available in the spatiotemporal outputs of the cochlea. The

identity of these cues and the way they may be extracted

and processed are two issues that are essentially inseper-

able. In the cochlear patterns, there is an abundance of

spatial and temporal cues to the physical parameters of the

stimulus [12]. However, given the complexity of the extrac-

tion algorithms involved, only a subset of of these cues are

probably relevant in that the CNS is actually capable of

utilizing them. Since little is known about the anatomical

and functional role of the neural networks of the central au-

ditory system, little can be said in support of any process-

ing algorithm aside from the general plausibility arguments

regarding its biological implementation and the degree to

which the isolated parameters explain the psychophysical

measurements [13]. ' - ' . \

In viewing the cochlear outputs as spatiotemporal im-

-‘ages, a set of cues emerge that are robust and particularly

. 'easy to extract. These are the spatial edges due to the

asymmetrical shape of the cochlear filters [9] As noted

earlier, such edges occur ‘at the regions separating the re-.

sponses to the strong, resolved components of the stimu-

lus. While the expression of these edges is dependent on

the integrity of the phase locked reponses (i.e. the ability

to visualize regions of different temporal character), they

can also appear in the high frequency regions (where phase

locking is minimal) as the peaks and valleys of the spa-

tial average rate profiles. In all cases, the location of these

edges along the tonotopically organized spatial axis, and

their saliency, are reliable indicators of the stimulus fre-

quency and amplitude [13]. As with normal visual images,
such spatial discontinuities can be detected and highlited
by relatively common and simple neural networks as the

lateral inhibitory networks (LIN) [14].

We have processed the cochlear patterns of a wide va-

riety of sounds with models of recurrent and nonrecurrent

The results shown in Fig.2 for part of the

word [position/ and in Fig.3 for a vowel series, are gener-

ated with a two layer LIN: the first nonrecurrent and per.

forms the initial edge detection and extraction, the second

is a recurrent version which further sharpens the outputs

of the first layer and preserves only locally large peaks [15],

For the vowel portions of the stimulus, the LIN’s typically

extract two or three peaks corresponding to the components

near the nominal formant frequencies 0f the vowels; an ad-

ditional low frequency peak sometimes appears correspond.

ing to the fundamental or second harmonic components of

voiced sounds (especially for females). The variability in

the locations of these peaks for different speakers and sex”

seems to be similar to that observed in traditional spec-

trogram outputs [15], though this remains to be confirmed

with much larger data samples. An interesting aspect of

these and other VOWel outputs [15] is the systematic change

in the relative amplitudes of the high-CF and low-CF peaks

(or equivilantly, the location of center of gravity of the pat-

tern) for different vowels (Fig.3). Thus, for high vowels

(e.g. /i,u/), the high-CF peak is always relatively large

when the constriction is fronted (as in /i/), and vice versa

in the back vowel /u/ . In all close vowels (e.g. the frontal

/i,y/ and back /u/), the place of the constriction seems

to be the primary factor in determining the overall weight

distribution of their outputs. Lip rounding seems to have

only a secondary effect, increasing slightly the relative size-

of the higher CF peaks. The open vowels /ae/ and [3/

occupy an intermediate position in that the two peaks are

LIN’s [13,15]-

comparable.

These relations are summarized schematicaly in Fig.4.

0n the left, the vowels are organized along a continuum in

the plane of AhAz - the relative amplitudes of the low and

high-CF peaks respectively. The small arrows indicate the

_ effects of lip—‘rounding. The figure On the right illustrates

the organization of the same vowels on the plane of two

articulatory features: The open-clos‘e axis reflecting tongue

height, and the front-back axis indicating the position of

the constriction. These two figures are closely related, in

that the vowel continuum in the ADA: plane (left) can be .
thought of as the continuum that would result if we project

the vowels in the articulatory plane unto the front-back
axis. Since movement along the latter axis correlates well
with the length of the front cavity, the organization of the
vowels in the 111,143 [plane (i.e. the relative height of the

LIN peaks) may also reflect the effects of the position (fre-
quency) of the ‘front cavity resonance’ and the so—called

F; [16], which also move in the same direction for this se-
quence of vowels [17]. Finally, the effects of lip-rounding in
this schematic are viewed only as local modulations (in the
direction of the arrows) of the parameters already estflb'

hshed by the'articulatory features. Therefore, it is possible
to reach the same point along the vowel continuum of the
left figure with different combinations of lip-rounding and
front-back articulations [17].

Correlates of the pitch percept associated with voiced
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Fig.4

- A schematic of the relationship among vowel model pa-

rameters (left) and articulatory features (right).

vowels can also be descerned in the LIN responses. In Fig.2

outputs, this is seen in the beating of the LIN peaks at the

voiced portions of the stimulusl. The origin of this tem-

poral character is the combining by the LIN of locally dis-

similar waveforms at the regions of discontinuities in the

cochlear patterns. These responses are due to different re-

solved harmonics of the same fundamental, and hence beat

at this frequancy [15]. As expected, in the LIN outputs of

unvoiced fricated speech (e.g. /s/, and the high CF region

of /z/) the regular beating is absent.

The LIN outputs (Fig.2) of the .fricatives show major

peaks that correspond to the most important discontinuity

in the spatiotemporal patterns, i.e. the edge created by the

rapid cut-off of their high frequencies (Fig.1). The down-

ward CF shift of this peak from that of /z/ to /§/ reflects

the lengthening of the frontal cavity which largely deter-

mines the high frequency extent and overall spectral shape

of the fricative [18].
In summary, auditory processing of speech phonemes

isolates specific features that may play an important role

in the perception and recognition of these sounds. These

auditory features can be related to articulatory aspects such

as the formant resonances of vowels and the front cavity.

resonances of fricatives and vowels. They also contain cues

to other attributes of the speech signal, e.g. pitch.
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